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Abstract

Soft biometrics is a new form of biometric identification which
utilizes human descriptions of a subject’s physical appearance.
Although these descriptions intuitively have less discrimina-
tory capability than traditional biometric approaches, they are
able to retrieve and recognize subjects based solely on a hu-
man description. To permit soft biometric identification the
human description must be accurate, yet conventional human
descriptions comprising of absolute labels and estimations are
often unreliable. In this paper we introduce a novel method of
human description which utilizes comparative descriptors de-
rived from visual comparisons between subjects. This innova-
tive approach to obtaining human descriptions has been shown
to counter many problems associated with absolute categori-
cal labels. Comparative categorical labels are objective and
can be used to infer descriptive continuous relative measure-
ments. The resulting biometric signatures have been demon-
strated to differ significantly from absolute descriptions allow-
ing improved retrieval of subjects and could even be used to
increase the accuracy of witness description in crime analysis.

1 Introduction

Soft biometrics exploit physical or behavioral features which
can be described by humans. Although each attribute can have
reduced discriminative capability, they can be combined for
identification [1, 2] and fusion with traditional ’hard’ biomet-
rics [3,4]. One of the main advantages of soft biometrics is their
relationship with human description; humans naturally use soft
biometric traits to identify and describe one an other. This per-
mits identification and retrieval based solely on a human de-
scription of the subject, possibly obtained from an eyewitness.
This contrasts with traditional biometric techniques which re-
strict identification to situations where the subject’s biometric
signature can be obtained and only permits identification of
those subjects whose biometric signature has previously been
recorded.

Biometric techniques which allow identification from a dis-
tance, like face and gait recognition, can suffer in surveillance
applications from low frame rates and/or resolution. Figure 1
shows suspects of the murder of a Hamas commander in Dubai
in 2010. The frame is at a low resolution and the subjects’
physical features cannot wholly be seen. However, a detailed

1Arabian Business http://www.arabianbusiness.com/interpol-
issues-notice-for-hamas-murder-suspects-40450.html

Figure 1. Surveillance frame displaying common surveillance
problems1

human description of the suspects can still be determined es-
pecially when viewing the video from which this frame was
derived. Soft biometric traits can be obtained from the data de-
rived from low quality sensors, including surveillance cameras.
They also require less computation compared to hard biomet-
rics, no cooperation from the subject and are non-invasive -
making them ideal in surveillance applications.

Human descriptions must be accurate and reliable to al-
low identification but are often considered unreliable [5]. Con-
ventional human descriptions consist of categorical labels (i.e.
’tall’) or continuous estimations of human characteristics (i.e.
6’2”). Categorical labels are subjective and naturally lack de-
tail whilst estimates of trait attributes can be inaccurate. This
paper will introduce a new form of description which exploits
visual comparisons between subjects. Objective comparative
labels are used to compare a single suspect to multiple sub-
jects. In application settings an eyewitness would be asked to
compare the observed target to multiple subjects obtained from
a database. A set of descriptive continuous relative measure-
ments describing the target can be inferred from multiple com-
parisons. We show that relative measurements can be used to
identify subjects with a 95% accuracy.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 will explore
the current methods of human description and the advantages
of human comparisons. The process of building a human com-
parison dataset is detailed in section 3. Analysis of the human
comparison dataset is presented in section 4. Section 5 will
explore the discriminatory capability of relative measurements
which are inferred from multiple human comparisons.



Figure 2. The relationship between pixel height and absolute
labels

2 Human Descriptions

To allow identification from human descriptions, the physi-
cal properties described must be accurate, salient and reliable.
However, absolute categorical labels are inherently subjective;
a label’s meaning is based on the annotator’s own attributes and
their perception of population averages and variation. This can
vary, making subjective labels unreliable.

A study exploring the content of human descriptions identi-
fied the color and style of hair and clothing as the most frequent
use of categorical labels [6]. Clothing and hair although men-
tioned frequently can be inaccurate. [7] notes errors between
20% and 44% when describing the color and style of hair and
clothing. These inaccuracies were linked to the subjective na-
ture of the characteristics.

Samangooei and Nixon [1] developed a soft biometric sys-
tem which used 23 absolute categorical labels to describe a sub-
ject’s physical appearance. The 23 traits were chosen to be uni-
versal, distinct, easily discernible at a distance and largely per-
manent. The selected traits featured both naturally categorical
attributes, like hair color, and characteristics generally associ-
ated with value metrics, like height - both were described using
categorical labels. The descriptions of value metric traits were
found to be unreliable. Figure 2 shows the relationship between
pixel height and the median absolute height label used to de-
scribe the subjects. Overlaps exist between the short, medium
and tall labels, this is caused by the undefined and therefore
subjective nature of the labels.

Traits which are explained using continuous measurements,
like weight and height, are generally estimated by the anno-
tator. Although continuous measurements are very descrip-
tive, humans can be poor at estimating the trait’s attributes. [7]
showed that estimates of height, weight and age were incorrect
50% of the time based on 95 cases. Inaccurate estimates have
been accredited to an own anchor effect, where the witness’s
own characteristics were used as a reference to judge the sus-
pect [8]. It was also found that descriptions tended towards
the witness’s perception of the population average - estimating
shorter people as taller and vice versa. This was thought to oc-
cur due to the witnesses shying away from extreme judgments.

This finding was confirmed by [5].
This paper will study the advantages of comparative de-

scriptors as opposed to absolute labels. Comparative descrip-
tors (for example ’shorter’) are less subjective than absolute
labels, resulting in robust descriptions. A continuous relative
measurement can be inferred from multiple human compar-
isons. This measurement is more descriptive than absolute la-
bels whilst avoiding asking the user to estimate a continuous
attribute.

3 Human Comparison Dataset
The method used to obtain comparisons from a user is an im-
portant consideration when developing a new form of human
description. The practical limitations of human memory and
the ability of humans to compare bodily attributes must be con-
sidered and explored. An experiment was designed to answer
the following questions:

• Are human comparisons more robust against errors orig-
inating from subjectiveness?

• Do the resulting relative measurements reflect the sub-
ject’s physical attributes?

• Do relative measurements provide more discriminatory
information than absolute labels?

• Is the developed method of obtaining human compar-
isons practical?

When applied to application environments an eyewitness
would be asked to compare the observed suspect to other sub-
jects. Ideally we would seek to compare against the minimum
number of subjects to achieve accurate relative measurements
of the suspect. The most informative and practical method of
presenting the subjects to the eyewitness would be videos ob-
tained from a database. After a series of comparisons the rela-
tive measurements of the suspect’s attributes could be inferred
and used to identify the suspect. To validate this approach the
experiment will be designed to mimic the application proce-
dure.

The first experiment explored the benefits of comparative
annotations in ideal settings and the second investigated the
application potential of comparisons. Initially the user was
asked to compare two subjects whilst both were visible to the
user. This removes all problems with memory and validates the
effectiveness of comparative descriptions. Five subjects were
compared to a single subject (known as the target) - this sim-
ulates the idea of comparing a suspect against a selection of
subjects. A single human comparison consists of 19 traits com-
parisons (shown in table 1), each using one of five categorical
labels. It can be observed that three traits (gender, ethnicity
and skin color) were annotated using absolute labels. These
three traits are unsuited to comparative annotations, either due
to the inherently categorical nature of the trait or the lack of
a suitable comparison criteria. These absolute annotations are
not considered when analyzing the comparative annotations but
are utilized when identifying subjects.



Trait Description Type Labels
Arm Length Comparative [Much Shorter, Shorter, Same, Longer, Much Longer]
Arm Thickness Comparative [Much Thinner, Thinner, Same, Thicker, Much Thicker]
Chest Comparative [Much Smaller, Smaller, Same, Bigger, Much Bigger]
Figure Comparative [Much Smaller, Smaller, Same, Larger, Much Larger]
Height Comparative [Much Shorter, Shorter, Same, Taller, Much Taller]
Hips Comparative [Much Narrower, Narrower, Same, Broader, Much Broader]
Leg Length Comparative [Much Shorter, Shorter, Same, Longer, Much Longer]
Leg Thickness Comparative [Much Thinner, Thinner, Same, Thicker, Much Thicker]
Muscle Build Comparative [Much Leaner, Leaner, Same, More Muscular, Much More Muscular]
Shoulder Shape Comparative [More Square, Same, More Rounded]
Weight Comparative [Much Thinner, Thinner, Same, Fatter, Much Fatter]
Age Comparative [Much Younger, Younger, Same, Older, Much Older]
Ethnicity Absolute [European, Middle Eastern, Far Eastern, Black, Mixed, Other]
Gender Absolute [Female, Male]
Skin Color Absolute [White, Tanned, Oriental, Black]
Hair Color Comparative [Much Lighter, Lighter, Same, Darker, Much Darker]
Hair Length Comparative [Much Shorter, Shorter, Same, Longer, Much Longer]
Neck Length Comparative [Much Shorter, Shorter, Same, Longer, Much Longer]
Neck Thickness Comparative [Much Thinner, Thinner, Same, Thicker, Much Thicker]

Table 1. Soft traits used to compare subjects

The next part of the experiment tested the application po-
tential of comparative annotations. Memory is a huge problem
in eyewitness descriptions [9] and its effects on comparative
and absolute annotations must be explored. A continuous set
of videos showing a target walking, was presented to the user.
These videos were the only opportunity the user had to observe
the target, simulating a limited exposure. The videos contin-
ued until the user was ready to begin. The user was then asked
to compare five subjects with the target. When comparing the
subjects the user was prevented from viewing the target again.
This examines how memory affects the comparative descrip-
tions over time. Finally the user was asked to describe the
target using absolute categorical annotations, discovering the
effects of memory on absolute human descriptions. The time
between viewing the target and completing the six annotations
(five comparative annotations and one absolute annotation) was
on average twelve minutes.

Videos of subjects from the Soton gait database [10] were
used within this experiment. The gait database includes videos
of 100 people walking in a plane normal to the view of the cam-
era. Previously absolute categorical labels had been collected
for the same database [1] - allowing comparisons between the
two forms of description. The videos were displayed within a
website shown on a computer monitor. Identifying the scale
and size of the subjects from video data can be difficult, es-
pecially when attempting to compare an observed suspect to
subjects within videos. This could be overcome by projecting
the video to form a full size representation of the subject. Pro-
jection was not required within this experiment as each subject
was filmed identically relative to background cues. The bene-
fits of projection will be explored in future research.

The 100 subjects from the Soton gait database were as-
signed as one of either 20 targets or 80 subjects. Half of the
subjects were used for each part of the experiment. Previ-
ously, when obtaining absolute labels, multiple annotations of
the same subject were gathered to counter the subjectiveness
of the labels. Comparative annotations are believed to be less
subjective and hence the number of duplicate descriptions is

Figure 3. Developed website showing the first part of the ex-
periment

of less importance. Subjects were assigned to users in a way
which maximized the number of descriptions comparing dif-
ferent subjects and targets. Performing comparisons between
a large group of subjects and a small group of targets also al-
lowed us to infer annotations between subjects. If two subjects
were both compared against the same target then the compar-
ison between the two subjects could be inferred, reducing the
amount of comparisons required.

A website was developed to record the annotations given by
users and is shown in figure 3. The website was designed to al-
low videos of both the subject and target to be visible onscreen.
This allows users to make direct comparisons without memory
issues or uncertainties concerning the scale of the videos. Drop
down boxes for each trait allowed users to select how the sub-
ject differed from the target. The chosen label was emphasized
by constructing a sentence explaining the given annotation -
ensuring the user was comparing the subject to the target and
not the other way around. Eyewitness descriptions can be in-
fluenced by providing a default answer to a question. This is



Figure 4. The similarity of comparative and categorical annota-
tions. Time steps represent the five subjects compared to each
target

known as anchoring [11]. To avoid anchoring, all drop down
boxes were initially set as empty. The design of the website en-
sured the comparative descriptions were as accurate and correct
as possible.

The comparisons were obtained from a predominantly fe-
male class of 50 psychology students. Currently there have
been 558 comparisons between subjects and targets. An addi-
tional 519 subject-subject comparisons have been inferred from
the subject-target comparisons.

4 Analysis of Comparisons

Initial analysis directly compared the comparative annotations
with the absolute categorical labels gathered by Samangooei
and Nixon [1]. This comparison between annotation tech-
niques will not show which is better, only how much each
technique differs from the other. To determine the similarity
of the descriptions the comparative label is compared against
the absolute labels used to annotate the subject and target. If
the absolute labels differ and the comparative label reflects this
difference the annotations are recorded as concurring. The ab-
solute annotations obviously lack detail - two people labeled as
’tall’ are unlikely to be exactly the same height. Small differ-
ences can be described using comparative annotations but not
absolute labels. In the case of both the subject and target hav-
ing the same absolute label, the similarity of the comparative
annotation cannot be determined. In this case the comparative
annotation was recorded as concurring - this ensures we do not
overestimate the difference between absolute and comparative
annotations.

Figure 4 shows the similarity of the comparative annota-
tions in respect to the absolute. We can see that the compara-
tive annotations differ from the absolute 20% of the time. This
does not necessarily mean that the comparative annotations are
better - just that they are considerably different. Figure 4 also
shows the differences between the two stages of the experi-
ment. It was expected that over time the annotations obtained
from the second stage of the experiment would include more
errors, since human memory is subject to both decay and inter-

Figure 5. Accuracy of categorical labels after limited exposure

ference. It can be observed that the similarity to the absolute
annotations was constant over both parts of the experiment -
implying that memory did not significantly affect the compar-
ative annotations. This may be the result of a relatively short
delay between observing the target and subjects. Future work
would be well directed to examining the effects of longer de-
lays.

Figure 5 shows the accuracy of the absolute labels gathered
at the end of the second experiment. The annotations described
the target, who had not been seen for ten minutes on average.
These annotations were compared to annotations of the same
subject collected by Samangooei and Nixon [1]. [1] collected
descriptions of a single subject from multiple users (on aver-
age 9 users) which reduced the influence of the subjective er-
rors, for this reason these annotations were treated as a ’ground
truth’. The annotation was deemed to be correct if it matched
the mode of the ground truth labels used to describe the subject.
Large errors of 32% were present within the annotations when
compared to the ground truth. This indicates that absolute cat-
egorical labels are actually prone to error after relatively short
time periods unlike the comparative descriptions.

The F-ratios, derived by ANOVA analysis, presented within
[1] clearly show that absolute labels describe some features bet-
ter than others. Figure 6 shows the average similarity between
absolute and comparative annotations for each trait. Large
differences between absolute and comparative labels for traits
demonstrated to be difficult to describe using absolute labels
would be indicative of potential improvements when using
comparative labels. It can be seen that comparative annota-
tions of arm length (one of the hardest traits to explain cate-
gorically) differs by 30% compared to absolute labels. Given
the inaccuracy of absolute labels in regards to this trait, the dif-
ference suggests that the comparative annotations contain new
and more detailed information. Conversely, small differences
for traits which were accurately described using absolute anno-
tations, for example hair length, demonstrate that the trait is re-
liably described using both approaches. It can be observed that
the difference between absolute and comparative annotations



Figure 6. The average similarity of each comparative trait and
categorical annotations

are 5% in respect to hair length, which shows that the compar-
isons are largely the same as the successful data obtained from
the absolute annotations.

Evaluating human descriptions using real world measure-
ments is very difficult. Trait descriptions are often based on
multiple physical characteristics which are difficult to measure
consistently. Height can be accurately and consistently mea-
sured from video data, a subject’s pixel height can be automat-
ically obtained from their gait signature. Figure 7 shows the
difference in pixel height compared to the comparative anno-
tations. The correlation (Pearson’s R) between the difference
in pixel height and the comparative labels is 0.75 - showing
a statistically significant relationship between the labels and
the difference in pixel height of the subjects. It is important
to note that these comparative labels represent a single user’s
annotation, in comparison figure 2 shows the median absolute
label from an average of nine user annotations (resulting in a
correlation of 0.71). This implies that the comparative anno-
tations strongly represent the subjects’ physical attributes and
are more robust against errors originating from subjectiveness.
It was found that comparisons made after a limited exposure
to the target were less correlated than the continued exposure
comparisons (correlations of 0.68 and 0.77 respectively) - this
implies that the limited exposure comparisons did not represent
the differences in height as accurately.

5 Human Identification

Comparative annotations must be anchored to convey mean-
ingful subject invariant information. The resulting value is a
relative measurement, providing a measurement of the specific
trait in relation to the rest of the population. This can be used
as a biometric feature allowing retrieval and recognition based
on a subject’s relative trait measurements.

To produce relative measurements the comparisons be-
tween subjects must be analyzed to identify an ordering within
the population in respect to an individual trait. This was
achieved using a standard algorithm which provides a method

Figure 7. Differences between subject’s and target’s height -
Actual pixel height difference against the height comparison

of inferring a relative measurement from comparisons [12].
The relative measurement details how the subject’s trait com-
pares to other subjects within the population. A subject’s rela-
tive measurements can be treated as a biometric signature used
for identification.

Biometric retrieval identifies an unknown subject by com-
paring their biometric signature to a database of biometric sig-
natures. This can be used to evaluate the distinctiveness of
a relative measurement feature vector. Retrieval will be per-
formed on an 80 subject database using varying amounts of test
comparisons, n. This investigates how many comparisons are
required to accurately retrieve a subject. Ideally we would seek
to minimize the number of comparisons required to identify a
subject. n comparisons will be randomly sampled and used
to generate the relative measurement signature which will be
used to query the database, known as the probe. The subject’s
remaining comparisons will be used to construct the gallery.
The biometric signatures within the database will consist of
19 relative measurements describing the traits shown in table
1. The Euclidean distance between two relative measurement
signatures will be used to indicate their similarity. Random
sampling will be repeated until the retrieval accuracy remains
constant for 10 random samples.

The rank 1 retrieval accuracy over varying number of probe
comparisons is shown in figure 8. The rank 1 performance us-
ing just one comparison to construct the probe is 47%. Ob-
viously one comparison only tells us how the subject differs
from another subject, the resulting relative measurements are
very inaccurate. Interestingly this result matches the rank 1 re-
trieval accuracy when using categorical labels [1]. As more
comparisons are exploited the accuracy of the relative mea-
surements increase, leading to improved retrieval results. With
10 comparisons a 92% rank 1 retrieval rate is achieved. This
demonstrates that accurate relative measurements are very dis-
tinct. The retrieval accuracy continues increasing over the
range shown, achieving a 95% retrieval accuracy with 20 com-



Figure 8. Rank 1 retrieval accuracy using relative measure-
ments obtained from different amounts of comparisons

parisons. This promising result shows that relative measure-
ments provide more discriminatory information than absolute
descriptions.

6 Conclusions

Soft biometrics exploit human descriptions to allow human
identification. The main advantage over traditional biometrics
is the ability to recognize and retrieve subjects based solely
on a human description. Conventional human descriptions are
typically comprised of absolute labels and estimations of con-
tinuous attributes. These forms of description can be unreliable
due to the errors common with estimations and the subjective-
ness of absolute labels. Human comparisons offer a potentially
more robust method of obtaining human descriptions by ex-
ploiting objective comparative labels which can be used to infer
informative relative measurements.

Comparisons between subjects from the Soton gait
database were collected. Each annotator was asked to compare
a single target to multiple subjects. The first experiment ex-
plored the benefits of comparative annotations in ideal settings
and the second investigated the robustness of comparisons over
a time delay. It was found that comparative descriptions dif-
fered on average by 20% when compared against absolute cat-
egorical descriptions. This difference remained constant across
both the first and second experiments, showing that elapsed
time had little effect on comparative descriptions. In contrast
absolute descriptions showed an error rate of 32% after a lim-
ited exposure to the subject.

Comparative annotations of traits which were poorly de-
scribed using absolute labels were found to differ by up to
40%, suggesting the comparative annotations contained new
and more detailed information. Relative measurements in-
ferred from multiple comparisons were demonstrated to al-
low accurate recognition of subjects. After ten comparisons
the rank 1 retrieval accuracy was found to be 92% from a
database of 80 subjects and after 20 comparisons a 95% re-

trieval accuracy was achieved. In comparison absolute descrip-
tions achieved a rank 1 retrieval rate of only 48%. Compara-
tive descriptions have been shown to contain more discrimina-
tive information and present an innovative approach to obtain-
ing robust human descriptions for soft biometrics and possibly
eyewitness descriptions.
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